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ABSTRACT
Eye-gaze may potentially be used for steering wheelchairs or robots
and thereby support independence in choosing where to move. This
paper investigates the feasibility of gaze-controlled interfaces. We
present an experiment with wheelchair control in a simulated, virtual reality (VR) driving experiment and a field study with five
people using wheelchairs. In the VR experiment, three control interfaces were tested by 18 able-bodied subjects: (i) dwell buttons for
direction commands on an overlay display, (ii) steering by continuous gaze point assessment on the ground plane in front of the driver,
and (iii) waypoint navigation to targets placed on the ground plane.
Results indicate that the waypoint method had superior performance, and it was also most preferred by the users, closely followed
by the continuous-control interface. However, the field study revealed that our wheelchair users felt uncomfortable and excluded
when they had to look down at the floor to steer a vehicle. Hence,
our VR testing had a simplified representation of the steering task
and ignored an important part of the use-context. In the discussion,
we suggest potential improvements of simulation-based design of
wheelchair gaze control interfaces.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Usability testing; Interaction design; User interface design; Graphical user interfaces; Virtual reality; • Computing methodologies → Motion path planning.
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1

INTRODUCTION

People with severe damage to the central nervous system or motor
neuron diseases such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) may
lose motor control and in rare and extreme cases get a so-called
locked-in syndrome (LIS)[Kiernan et al. 2011]. LIS patients are limited to functional use of their brain and eyes only. Gaze interaction
and brain computer interfaces (BCI) have both been suggested as
wheelchair-control methods for LIS patients and people with other
complex motor challenges [Arai and Mardiyanto 2011; Barea et al.
2003; Bartolein et al. 2008; Eid et al. 2016; Elliott et al. 2019; Leeb
et al. 2007; Lin et al. 2006; Matsumotot et al. 2001]. Gaze interaction
is less expensive than BCI, with data rates orders of magnitudes
faster. They are also more operable and convenient to use for vehicle control than BCI is [et Al 2019; Sebastian Halder and Kansaku
2018; William W. Abbott 2011].
Gaze interactions are commonly used for communication by
LIS-patients [Spataro et al. 2014], as they cannot use their voice and
hands. The main challenge for safe and efficient gaze control interfaces is unintentional selection. This gives rise to the problem of
distinguishing intended control actions from non-intended, a problem commonly referred to as the Midas touch dilemma [Hachem
A. Lamti and Hugel 2019; Jacob 1991]. Advances in sensor technology and artificial intelligence (AI) may partly overcome this, for
instance, by intelligent collision avoidance [Eid et al. 2016; Leaman
and La 2017], but it is an open issue on how to design the user
interface for semi-autonomous gaze-controlled vehicles.
Obstacle courses in simulated environments are frequently used
for testing the usability of alternative wheelchair control. VR has
also been applied for training and assessment of wheelchair control
methods [Buxbaum et al. 2008; Harrison et al. 2000, 2002]. Design
of gaze interfaces for navigating in VR has been studied extensively
(e.g. [Stellmach and Dachselt 2012; Tanriverdi and Jacob 2000]).
Gaze control of wheelchairs has been evaluated in VR [Ktena et al.
2015] as well as in real physical environments [Matsumotot et al.
2001; Wästlund et al. 2010]. Gaze-controlled robots has also been
studied in VR (e.g. [Watson et al. 2016; Zhang and Hansen 2019])
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2

VR WHEELCHAIR GAZE INTERFACE

The wheelchair simulation developed for our study places the subject in a virtual wheelchair while equipped with a head-mounted
display (HMD) that has gaze tracking built into it. Figure 1 shows
the experimental setup with a user wearing the headset as well
as the VR world shown on the monitor in front of him. Figure 2
shows a birds-eye view of the obstacle courses. The images on the
walls were used to measure situational awareness. The red cylinder
marks the goal. The Unity 3D code for our experiment are available
online1 .
Three different gaze-controlled interfaces were tested in our
study.

2.1

Figure 1: Experiment setup with the view from the headmounted gaze-tracking display shown on the monitor. The
participant turns to the right by dwelling at an overlay key
(indicated by a red progress circle)

Overlay dwell-button interface

The overlay interface has nine buttons yielding 16 commands with
a 500 ms gaze dwell activation. Feedback on the dwell time activation is provided by a circular progress icon. Buttons are used
for selecting combinations of motor torques and steering angles
that are represented by arrow figures on the buttons. The forward
button has three intensities of motor torque, and the left/right buttons has three levels of steering angles. Once a control action is
executed, it will continue on this torque until there is a reset on
the center-button (equivalent to a neutral-gear), or until it gets
overwritten by another command. The brake button is a big button
in the lower hemisphere and is marked with a red contour. When
the vehicle stands still, the brake button will make the vehicle go
in reverse. Visual inspection of the environment can only be done
outside the overlay or with short fixations below the dwell-time
threshold (see Figure 3).

Figure 2: Example of an VR obstacle course from the experiment. Pictures on the walls are used for measures of situational awareness, and the red cylinder marks the end-goal

and in real environments (e.g. [Leaman and La 2017; Tall et al.
2009]).
Virtual simulation offers advantages compared to a full-scale
physical test environment namely low cost, easy configurability,
low risk of damage, high repeatability, and portability [Ktena et al.
2015; Talone et al. 2013]. However, it may also ignore important
part of the driving situation. We therefore decided to investigate
the feasibility of VR for the preliminary testing of gaze-controlled
wheelchair interfaces. Since VR is a model that may simplify parts
of the steering task and ignore some of the use-context compared to
a real-life situation, we conducted a follow-up field study with five
people with motor disabilities, i.e. our target group. The main purpose was to improve the fidelity of simulation-based development
of gaze-control of wheelchairs and robots.

Figure 3: Overlay control interface with referring red arrows and explaining text boxes. (For illustrative purposes,
the original transparent gray borders of the GUI have been
highlighted in yellow)

2.2

Continuous-control interface

With this , the steering is done by measuring the gaze point intersection with the ground plane in relation to the driver’s current
position. This vector’s depth and horizontal values are mapped
through a linear and exponential function to output motor torque
1 https://github.com/wheelchairdrivingsimulation/WheelchairDrivingSimulation
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and a steering angle, respectively. The mapping functions were
defined by upper and lower thresholds as well as slope, which were
then fine-tuned through a pilot study with three subjects. Furthermore, a graphic user interface (GUI) area for braking and reversing
(with rotation) is provided in the upper hemisphere; the brake button makes the wheelchair reverse providing it’s already standing
still. Below the brake and reverse buttons, there is an orientation
space that resets any control action. This space can be used for
orientation purposes and to stop the continuous control. All four
areas are marked with a box and transparent text (see Figure 4).

Figure 5: waypoint control interface with referring red arrows and text boxes. (For illustrative purposes, the original
transparent gray borders of the GUI have been highlighted
in yellow)

3.2

Figure 4: Continuous-control interface with referring red arrows and text boxes. (For illustrative purposes, the original
transparent gray borders of the GUI have been highlighted
in yellow)

A FOVE virtual reality head-mounted display was used for the
experiments. The HMD provides inertial measurement unit (IMU)
orientation tracking of field of view (FOV) along with IR-based
binocular gaze tracking. The eye-tracking sampling rate is 120
Hz fps and the manufacturers indicate a tracking accuracy to be
< 1 degree of the visual angle. The WQHD OLED display has a
resolution of 2560 x 1440 with a frame rate of 70 fps. The spans
up to 100 degrees horizontally. The environment was developed
in Unity (ver. 0.16.0), a real-time development platform for 2D, 3D,
VR, and AR. The simulation was run on a NVIDIA GTX 1080 grapic
card.

3.3
2.3

Semi-autonomous waypoint interface

By utilizing a navigation and path finding module included in the
VR software to direct the motion of the wheelchair along the fastest
route to a waypoint, the interface is semi-autonomous. Waypoints
are set on the ground plane by a 750 ms dwell-activation with a
progress circle for feedback. This interface has an overlay GUI in
the upper hemisphere for rotation and braking. As in the previous
case, the brake button reverses if the wheelchair is standing still.
Orientation can be done by avoiding looking on the interactive
ground-plan or by gazing for less than the dwell-time (see Figure
5).

3 METHODS
3.1 Participants
The experiments were conducted with 18 subjects of which 13
were male. The mean age was 31 years ± 11.5. The participants
were recruited from our university and from our personal network.
The subjects had little or no experience with VR, and none had
experience with gaze interaction. Two subjects did not complete all
the control interface conditions, and their data were excluded from
the analysis. Four of the subjects used their own glasses inside the
HMD, and no issues with this were reported.

Apparatus

Procedure

Upon arrival, participants were informed of the purpose and the
procedure of the experiments and then asked to sign an informed
consent form. They were then given an introduction to the control
interfaces and the test courses, supported by a short video tutorial.
The participants were informed of the main task of the test courses,
specifically to reach the marked end-goal of the course as fast and
with as few collisions as possible. Additionally, they were informed
of a secondary task of test courses 4 and 6, being to remember
the images appearing on the wall. This was done to measure their
situational awareness while driving.
Before starting the experiments, the participants completed a
questionnaire and were seated comfortably. The HMD was attached
and gaze tracking was calibrated. The order of control interfaces (i.e.
overlay, continuous, and waypoint) as well as the course conditions
(difficulty levels 1-3) were determined by the experimental design
(see Section 3.4). One training session was given for each interface
condition prior to running the five test courses used for analysis.
The participants were tasked with completing all difficulty levels
with each interface condition before testing a new interface. Each
course was marked completed when a participant parked at the
end-goal (the large red cylinder). After completion of each of the
sessions, the experimenter noted the number of images that the
participant remembered correctly. In between the testing of each
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interface, the participants were encouraged to take a 10-minute
break. After testing all interfaces, the participants completed a
post-experimental questionnaire, ranking the interfaces in terms of
intuitiveness, control, and reliability. They were also asked which
interface they preferred. The full experiment took between one and
a half to two hours per participant.

3.4

Design

The experiment used a 3 x 3 within-subject design with three control
interfaces (overlay, continuous, and waypoint) and three difficulty
levels (easy, medium, and hard). Each subject was to complete
a training course with no obstacles followed by five test courses
comprised of the three interfaces. A Latin square design was utilized
for randomizing the order of the control interfaces among the
participants, while the levels of difficulty were completed in a fixed
order by each of the participants.
3.4.1 Easy conditions. : Courses 2 and 3 were the easy conditions.
They had two fixed obstacles, 14 turns, and wide pathways. Both
courses were expected to be completed three times to explore potential learning effects. This was only done for the easy condition,
as the courses were relatively short (thus not pushing time constraints).

Jacopo et al.

4 RESULTS
4.1 Task Time
The grand mean for task time per trial was 155.3 seconds (s). For
comparison, an expert user with standard game navigation on
a keyboard had a grand mean of 40.5 s. From fastest to slowest,
the means were 82.2 s (waypoint), 136.6 s (continuous), and 246.9
(overlay). In terms of difficulty level, the easy condition (M = 74.81,
SD = 51.81) yielded lower mean task times compared to the medium
condition (M = 179.68, SD = 117.16) and the hard condition (M =
223.51, SD = 150.94).
A repeated analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed that the main
effect on task time was significant for interface (F(2, 150) = 92.091,
p < 0.0001), and difficulty level (F(4, 150) = 61.476, p < 0.0001). Also,
the interaction effect was significant for interface by difficulty level
(F(8, 150) = 7.0401, p < 0.0001). (See figure Figure 6).
Post-hoc comparisons using Tukey’s honest significant difference (HSD) test indicated that the interface waypoint (M = 82.2, SD
= 47.97) was significantly faster than the continuous (M = 136.6, SD
= 105.75), that was significantly faster than the overlay (M = 246.9,
SD = 159.26).

3.4.2 Medium condition. : Course 5 was the only course with a
medium level of difficulty. It was designed with 10 turns and narrow
pathways without barriers that would protect the wheelchair from
falling off the road. This course incorporated a single obstacle that
tested the driver’s ability to brake as a reactive response to a roadblock spawning in front of the driver. The roadblock disappeared
after 3 seconds, clearing the path toward the end-goal.
3.4.3 Hard conditions. : Courses 4 and 6 had the most difficult conditions. Like the medium-level course, they each had reactive braking episodes to respond to two obstacles. The courses had a total of
39 turns and were designed with narrow pathways. These courses
had 10 images placed on the walls throughout the course, along
with a secondary assignment to remember those. These courses
were longer compared to the easy and medium ones. Five sligthly
different versions of courses 4 and 6 were made with different images posted on the walls to measure situational awareness and/or
with different positioning of the spawning roadblocks for testing
reactive braking. The different course versions presented under the
medium and hard conditions were determined by a Latin square
design, changing the order for each participant and ensuring that
no course version was encountered twice.
As explained above, the second and third courses were repeated
three times, providing a total of 27 observations per participant
(i.e., 3 repetitions of the 2 easy conditions + 1 medium condition +
2 hard conditions = 9, then x 3 for each interface = 27).
The dependent variables were task time (i.e., time to complete
a trial), number of collisions, and situational awareness. Since collisions were not possible under the semi-autonomous waypoint
interface, that utilized an anti-collision feature in the VR-software,
they were only measured for the overlay and the continuous-control
interface conditions.

Figure 6: The interaction between interface condition and
level of difficulty on task time.

4.2

Collisions

The waypoint interface was excluded from this analysis since the
collision-avoidance feature automatically prevented all collisions.
The grand mean was 2.5 collisions per trial. The main effect of the interfaces (F(1, 75) = 26.1, p = 0.0001) indicated that the continuous (M
= 1.6, SD = 2.090) had significantly fewer collisions than the overlay
(M = 3.3, SD = 3.2). A repeated ANOVA test showed that the main
effect of the difficulty level (F(4, 75) = 20.619, p < 0.0001) indicated
significantly more collisions during the hard conditions, compared
to the two other conditions. Post-hoc comparisons confirmed this
was the case for all interfaces.(See Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Track plots from subject 13. Left: Overlay display with four collisions and 133.7 s trail time . Right:
Continuous-control interface with no collisions and 36.8 s
trail time

4.3

Figure 8: Subjective ratings of the interface design in terms
of intuitiveness, control and reliability

Situational Awareness

Situational awareness was measured by the number of images a
subject could recall upon completion of the level. There were a
total of 10 images of recognizable objects placed throughout the
obstacle course, and 75 % of the subjects could remember up to 7
images regardless of the control interface. The grand mean was
5.3 images. A paired-samples t-test was conducted to compare
the numbers of images remembered between the waypoint (M =
6.2, SD = 3.06), continuous (M = 5.23, SD = 5.08) and overlay
(M = 4.6, SD = 5.01). There was no significant difference between
the overlay and continuous control (t(29) = −1.5006, p = 0.1442),
but there was a significant difference between the waypoint and
both the overlay (t(29) = −3.7882, p = 0.0007) and the continuous
(t(29) = −2.1433, p = 0.0406) control.

4.4
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User evaluations

The user evaluation of the interfaces was conducted by a postexperimental questionnaire assessing the level of intuitiveness,
control, and reliability of the interfaces on a Likert scale of 1-10.
The grand mean was 6.56. From highest to lowest, the means were
7.63 (waypoint), 6.78 (continuous), and 5.28 (overlay). A repeated
ANOVA test found significant differences among the interfaces
(F(2, 96) = 71.48, p <0.0001). In terms of intuitiveness, the waypoint
(M = 7.47, SD = 1.81) yielded significantly higher ratings than overlay (M = 5.88, SD = 2.03), with no significant differences between
the continuous (M = 6.77, SD = 1.64) and any of the two other
interfaces. In terms of control, the waypoint (M = 7.53, SD = 1.38)
and the continuous (M = 7.06, SD = 1.14) both yielded significantly
higher ratings than the overlay (M = 4.77, SD = 2.31). In terms of
reliability, the waypoint (M = 7.88, SD = 1.36) yielded significantly
higher ratings than the continuous (M = 6.53, SD = 1.51) and
overlay (M = 5.18, SD = 1.94). There were no significant differences among the categories or interaction between categories and
interfaces.
Subjects were finally asked to rank the three control interfaces
against each other. From a total of 16 completed rankings, nine
subjects ranked the waypoint interface first compared to six subjects

who preferred the continuous-control while only one participant
had a preference for the overlay-control.

4.5

Summary of VR experiment

The semi-autonomous waypoint control method with anti-collision
outperformed the two other interfaces in terms of performance,
situational awareness, and user preference.
The continuous-control interface performed similar to the waypoint interface under easy conditions, but fell behind under medium
and hard conditions, implying shortcomings of the continuous interface’s ability to perform cautious and accurate control. The overlay
interface with GUI control performed the worst in test and on
subjective ratings.

5

FIELD OBSERVATIONS

We also did a field study in a long-term care facility with 5 people,
who use wheelchairs to compensate for motor disabilities caused by
cerebral palsy or other neurological conditions. The observations
were conducted as prototype experience sessions with different
telerobots and control methods (hand, voice, and gaze). (See [Zhang
and Hansen 2020] for further details). Here, we will report on only
using gaze control of a telerobot by a continuous control interface
and a waypoint interface, both much like those one used in the VR
experiment. In the field study, the participants were controlling a
telerobot, not a virtual wheelchair. The telerobot is also a wheeled
device and the motion characteristics are much like those of the
virtual wheelchair.

5.1

Procedure

The participants experienced gaze control in two different set-ups:
Using the FOVE HMD with gaze pointing and steering with their
gaze on a monitor by use of a Tobii 4C gaze tracker. One of the
participants could only be calibrated for the monitor set-up not
the FOVE. The monitor condition was done using a Wizard of Oz
method [Salber and Coutaz 1993]. The experimenter stood behind
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the participant and moved a pointer to the locations of the user’s
gaze-point, which was shown on a monitor in front of them.

Figure 10: A participant driving a Double tele-robot in front
of a screen with an tracker. The experimenter was standing
behind the user and emulating his gaze movements by use
of a joystick, applying a Wizard of Oz simulation of gaze
interaction

Figure 9: Testing gaze controlled navigation in a long-term
care facility. Participants complained that looking to the
floor-plan felt uncomfortable and made it difficult to see the
surroundings.
The four participants who could use the FOVE were offered
training sessions in a VR environment where they would then drive
the robot around in a room about the size of the room they were in.
The participants were first trained to navigate a virtual robot in VR
by conducting six trials. When using our VR simulator application
for training, the simulated live video stream was generated from
our 3D modeling in Unity. Once participants felt comfortable with
the setup, they were asked to try driving a real robot. The two
types of telerobots used were a modified PadBot with a 360-degree
camera and a Double robot. Both of these would stream live video
from the telerobot camera to the user’s interface, on top of which
the gaze navigation was done. Our application provided users with
two ways of driving the telerobots, namely through continuous
interface and through the waypoint control. In our case, waypoints
could be marked with gaze dwelling at the floor for a set time.
The task was to drive around a table in the room, noticing what
was on the table and greeting a person they would meet on their way.
All of the participants were able to do this using the continuous

interface but three of them had great difficulty doing the same
task using the waypoint interface. In fact, only one person was
able to drive all around the table using waypoint. This person was
notably slower in driving with waypoints, and both he and the other
subjects had several collisions with the table. We observed that the
participants only moved with very short waypoint settings because
they were afraid to loose control on a long leg. This also meant that
they had to look far down on the ground, something that one of
them remarked felt uncomfortable. Two other participants noticed
that looking down made it difficult to observe the surroundings
and engage in a social interaction (i.e., greeting the person they
met). (See Figure 9).

5.2

Observations

When we asked the participants which of the gaze interaction
methods they liked the most, the unanimous answer was the remote
setup with a monitor (Figure 10). There were several reasons for
this. First, it allowed them to attend to the people in the room while
driving and to show their face uncovered at the telerobot monitor.
Second, one participants found it limiting that he would not be
able to put on the HMD himself or adjust it if needed. The remote
setting, he imagined, would allow him to just drive up in front
of the monitor and start using the telerobot without the need of
assistance. Finally, some of the participants expected that the HMD
would be uncomfortable to wear for an extended time.

Exploring Eye-Gaze Wheelchair Control

Figure 11: Testing the "GazeDriver" in a wheelchair simulator. The wheel-turns are transformed to movements in a VR
game environment shown on the big monitor in front of the
user. The user looks through the 3 circles above the tracker
to steer left, straight,n or right.
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had been trained with this also. Without training, they tended to
set the waypoints very close to each other, which forced them to
look down a lot. The semi-autonomous functions of the waypoint
interface that prevented the wheelchair from colliding was much
appreciated by the participants in the VR experiment. However,
collision avoidance in a complex and dynamic environment is an
area open to research [Wang et al. 2013] and it is not likely that the
"perfect" avoidance system in the VR environment will be available
for real-world wheelchair navigation soon. The participants in the
long-term care facility collided with obstacles such as chairs. This
never happened in the VR setting where the courses were cleared,
except for the few spawning roadblocks. Finally, they were driving
a telerobot with a slight delay on the wireless transmissions of
commands, while the VR world responded immediately to gaze
inputs. All of these differences point to the importance of not only
testing navigation interfaces in VR but also in a real-world setting
involving target users.
We have built a platform where turns of the wheels are transferred into steering commands in a game world. This world may
both be explored in full 3D wearing a HMD or on a monitor located in front of the wheelchair user. The simulator provides a
hardware-in-the-loop realism with regard to the wheelchairs motor
and control system and a realistic vibration of the turning wheels
[Hansen et al. 2019]. We have used this platform to test a commercial product, "GazeDriver" in front of a large monitor. This product
uses a Tobii remote gaze tracker, and the user looks through three
small circles above the tracker to steer left, straight, or right. Looking outside the circles makes the wheelchair stop. This simulation
set-up allowed the user to be able to attend the full environment
via the peripheral vision while driving with gaze. With a large
monitor set-up the tests worked well and driving felt much like
real gaze-driving. (See Figures 11 and 12.)

7

Figure 12: Driving with the "GazeDriver" in a real world felt
much like driving it in the simulator. The green light indicate that the user is making a right turn because he looks
through the right circle

6

DISCUSSION

Our experiment in the VR environment found superior performance
and user preference for the semi-autonomous waypoint method.
However, the wheelchair users in our field study did not like to be
forced to look down on the floor to use this method. They only tried
this method with a HMD set-up and they might have felt different, if
the waypoint method had been used in a remote gaze tracking setup
that would allow them to attend the surroundings. The training
sessions applied a continuous-control interface. The participants
may have felt more comfortable with the waypoint interface if they

CONCLUSION

This paper presented our ongoing work with the exploration of
alternative control of wheelchairs. We conducted an experiment
in VR that resulted in significantly better performance and higher
user preference for a semi-autonomous waypoint gaze interface
compared to a continuous-control and an overlay display. A field
study revealed that VR testing had a simplified representation of the
steering task, especially with regard to collision avoidance, and also
ignored important part of the use context, for instance the feeling
of being excluded behind the HMD. Finally, we suggested using a
wheelchair platform for a more realistic user experience where hardware-in-the-loop simulations preserves the true characteristics of
the wheelchair motion.
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